
Gary Bettis (Architectural Director) of DDPC Ltd explains how they helped 
a North London dentist relocate to newer more compliant facilities
 

The people, the plan, the practice
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Relocation, if carried out successfully, 
can provide you with a stronger busi-
ness base, with likely increases in total 

revenues, patient counts and improved col-
lections. It offers a vital opportunity to review 
working methods and a chance to ‘design-
in’ the latest technology and state-of-the-art 
equipment. It also provides a better environ-
ment with enhanced facilities. 

In terms of Health and Safety at work, a 
fresh start means that the practice owner can 
take steps to ensure that the premises meet 
the latest government requirements concern-
ing infection control, fire safety and disabled 
access. As well as being a safe place to work 
or visit, a dental practice must attract and wel-
come new customers. It doesn’t have to make 

a showy statement, but an appropriate level of 
quality must be apparent from the instant a 
patient reaches the front door.

In one of our most recent projects a North 
London dentist made the prudent decision to 
relocate his practice, providing his patients 
with an upgraded service in newer and com-
pliant facilities. 

The dentist
Richard Prais qualified in 1989 at King’s 
College London BDS LDS RCS. Since then he 
has developed a strong interest in cosmetic 
work, keeping abreast of the latest develop-
ments within the industry. He has attended 
many hands on courses e.g. Implant train-
ing from Nobel Biocare, Eddie Scher and ob-

tained a Certificate in 
Restorative Dentistry 
from the Eastman 
Dental Hospital. His 
passion for dentistry 
and his clinical expertise 
have earned him a good 
reputation within the  
local community. 

The previous practice
The previous practice occupied the ground 
floor of a 1960s block of flats, positioned off a 
main arterial route into London, the A1.

The interior was looking tired and in need 
of refurbishment. Due to a depleting lease and 
an awkward landlord Richard grabbed the op-

Richard Prais BDS 
LDS RCS
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portunity to relocate into an adjacent multi-
use building that had recently been complet-
ed. It offered all the benefits of the old location 
including large floor area, some off street park-
ing and a massive full width glazed frontage. 

Our brief
Richard’s vision was to create a more welcom-
ing and efficient practice that catered for his 
existing patients but also attracted prospective 
patients from the area. He wanted to remain 
family oriented but also appeal to adults look-
ing for more specialist services such as cosmet-
ic dentistry, implants and facial aesthetics.

The design strategy
Our design strategy was to provide a facility 
which would enable Richard’s staff to imple-
ment safe and realistic infection control proce-
dures. He wanted the processing of all instru-
ments to be carried out completely separately 
from the treatment rooms. 

With this in mind we incorporated a dou-
ble access ‘steri-wall’ which would allow sterile 
access and storage to materials from three of 
his five Treatment Rooms. This enabled the 
dentist to place dirty instruments in one side 
to be picked up and cleaned from the other, 
without having to leave the Treatment Room. 

The layout was divided into distinct public 
and private zones. Two corridors run parallel to 
each other, separated by a run of four treatment 
rooms. The patient corridor leads patients di-
rectly to their treatment rooms. A second door 
at the rear of each treatment room allows staff 
to pass into a second corridor. Leading off this 
corridor are the Decontamination Rooms and 
ancillary facilities – such as the Staff Room, 
Storage Room and Plant Room, none of which 

Patients access treatment rooms via their own 
separate corridor

are accessible to patients. 
These separate channels allow staff and pa-

tients to move efficiently around the practice. 
It also means that patients are separated from 
noisy activities. 

We located the Reception and Waiting 
Area in the most obvious and accessible place 
- adjacent to the main entrance. A small con-
sultation room off the Waiting Area allows 
practitioners to discuss treatment plans with 
patients in private. The room doubles up as a 
staff training room. 

We took advantage of the extensive glass 
façade – using it as a marketing device to place 
graphics and advertising whilst also allowing 
interior views from outside the building. We 
designed a continuous glass wall parallel to 

The double access ‘Steri-wall’ which backs onto the staff corridor allows for sterile access and storage of materi-
als from three of the five treatment rooms

the shopfront to allow natural daylight to flood 
into the front facing treatment rooms. 

Tendering 
Before a builder was chosen the project was 
tendered to five independent builders in order 
to receive the most competitive bid. One of 
the tendering builders was sourced by Richard 
himself. This particular builder was responsi-
ble for constructing the whole block and ex-
pressed an interest in fitting out Richard’s new 
practice. However their returned quotation 
was very high in comparison to the other four 
tendering contractors. Having analysed all five 
tenders Richard decided to engage the serv-
ices of ‘Construction & Shopfitting Limited’, 
who provided the most competitively priced 



quotation.  The project was built under a JCT 
Minor Works Contract, overviewed by DDPC.

The new practice
The interior
The practice is patient centred and highly ac-
cessible. It is light and airy. Soft lighting and 

white painted walls give the space a sense of 
calm and tranquillity. The dark timber effect 
floor hides muddy footprints and grounds the 
colour scheme. We have chosen a pale green 
accent colour, which features in the uphol-
stery of the dental chairs and waiting area 
seating. The new practice boasts four treat-
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ment rooms, and a dedicated Implant room, 
a consultation room and a best practice HTM 
01-05 compliant decontamination facility with 
separate clean and dirty rooms.

Compared to his previous practice op-
erations are much more streamlined with im-
proved workflow.

Plans: before

Plans: after



The Exterior
Richard faced strict rules with regards to ex-
terior signage. To overcome the fact that he 
was not allowed to place external signage on 
the building’s façade the graphic designers de-
signed internal signs which are visible from 
the street. The large applied vinyl flower mo-
tifs reinforce the practice identity and define 
the extent of the practice. 

The end result
The relocation is a great success for many 
reasons. ‘Prais Dental Care’ has enhanced its 
market position within the local community 
with its increased visibility, awareness, and 
public recognition. The practice has provided 
him with a more motivating and comfortable 
work environment for his patients and staff. 
The interior is streamlined and efficient. The 
layout enables cross infection control to be 
easily managed and maintained. 

Richard is developing a stronger profes-
sional reputation and a higher level of trust 
and confidence in his practice by existing and 
new patients. It has at times been a challenge, 
but Richard is very happy with the outcome. 
He is looking forward to a brighter and more 
secure future. 
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Top: Large flower motifs reinforce the practice identity, left: A separate door at the rear of this treatment room 
allows staff to access the staff corridor and decontamination rooms, right: The integrated dental cabinetry
provides each dentist with a bespoke storage and workspace solution

For further information, please contact Gary Bettis (Architectural Director)
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